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INTRODUCTION 
In an abelian category with enough projectives, one can define S,F(,4) 
the first satellite (left derived functor) of an additive right exact functor 
F at A, to be the kernel of F(ker (P --z A)) + F(P), where P -+ A is an 
epimorphism with P projective [6]. Higher satellites are then defined by 
iterating this procedure. Then, for any epimorphism A + B, there is a long 
exact sequence 
. . . + &+,27(A) -+ S,+,F(B) + S,F(ker (A4 -+ B)) + &F(A) 
---f &F(B) + ..*, 
where S,F = F. 
The existence of these sequences, together with the vanishing of the 
satellites on projectives, characterize the satellites. 
We here generalize this to functors defined on an arbitrary category with 
fiber products and a projective class, taking values in an abelian category. 
WithF a Horn functor, and with appropriately chosen categories of groups, 
Lie algebras, or algebras, and appropriate notions of projectives, the nth 
satellite of F plays the role of n + 1st group, Lie algebra, restricted Lie 
algebra [Z.?], Hochshild, Shukla [19], or Harrison [12] cohomology. Detailed 
comparison are made in Section 5. 
In Sections 3 and 4 we use the long exact sequence (in the group or algebra 
variable) to obtain cohain-free proofs of the usual theorems concerning 
singular extensions and arbitrary extensions and obstructions thereto. The 
proof in the singular case is modelled on the one for modules in Cartan- 
Eilenberg [6], XIV) (cf. [d]). I m ICI use is made throughout the sequel of pl’ ‘t 
the examples given in Section 3. 
Section 1 contains the basic definitions used throughout the paper, in- 
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eluding an adaptation of the projective classes of Eilenberg and Moore [7]. 
Section 2 is devoted to the definition of the satellites, via Grothendieck 
cohomology. 
The author’s early attempts to obtain the long exact sequence using the 
definition given here failed, and the original version contained a laborious 
constructive definition, which was restricted to “additive” functors 
(Def. 2.22). Renewed efforts which met with success were occasioned bv 
thoughtful comments by Michael Barr. 
In Section 6, exact sequences like those in [18], ([II], Chap. 0, Cor 20.2.3) 
and [I] are considered. Their existence is closely linked to the preservation 
of coproducts by the satellites. This section had its genesis in a suggestion of 
David Knudson, to whom Proposition 6.15 is due. 
Generalizations of the notions of derived functor are also given in [5] and 
[Z]. These make use of simplicial methods. Hon Beck informs me that he 
and Barr have obtained results quite similar to those of Sections 6 for the 
cotriple cohomology, which will appear in the Springer-Verlag series of 
lectures notes. Conversations with him let to an improvement in the statement 
of Theorem 6.7. 
Notation. If  9? is a category, 1 %? ~ is the class of its objects, V?(J, B) the 
morphisms from A to B. For f~ %?(B, B’), ‘G;(A,f): %?(:I, II) + V(d, B’) is 
composition withf. 7~~ : A, ;a 12 I - Aj ) 7rkl : A, /’ A, ‘i A, ---L A, 4’ -4, , 
i = 1, 2, 1 < K < I <: 3, denote the canonical morphisms. Denote ln 
(f, 9) E %(A, B x C) the morphism defined by fE %(.-2, B) and g E e(a, C’). 
I f  lz t %(n, C), let f  x h = (fxi , hviT?) e V(i2 - L>, B \I: C). Similarly 
for fiber products. 
1. PROJECTIVE CLASSES 
The basic definitions that follow are, with slight modifications, those of [8]. 
I f  & is a class of epimorphisms in a category ‘6, we say that P E / V 1 is 
b-projective in case C(P,f) is surjective for every fg 6. Let .9 be the class 
of b-projectives. We write B + 9’. Let 6’ be the class of all epimorphismsf 
such that %?(P,f) is surjective for every P E 9. We write .Y * 8. Clearly 
d Cd and d G. .q. d is a projective class in case it has enough projectives; 
i.e., in case, for every A E 1 % I, there is a morphism P ---f A1 t d with P E 8. 
We say that d is closed in case G = & 
DEFINITION 1.1. A 6ase is a category ‘K on which is given a projective 
class d satisfying the following. (Properties B2 through B4 are enjoyed by 
any closed projective class. However, we will need to construct projective 
classes from d which need not be closed, even if (r is.) 
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Bl. I f  --f -+ B E (I” and C + B is any morphism, then C contains a 
fiber product ,-1 x &. 
B2. G is closed under composition. 
B3. If  the composition -3 - B --f C is in 8, so is B + C. 
B4. If  2-I’ --f -4, ,4 - B, C--f B are any morphisms with the compo- 
sition A-I’-m+A-l+B~t;, then a-1’ x &-b-4 x &‘E~‘+A’-+AE&. 
Now let (%. 8) be a base, Let V’ be the full subcategory of the morphism 
category of Z defined by I ’ 2 = 8, so that an element of C’(f, g) is a commu- 
tative diagram 
A,, ho B,, 
I-i. lg 
A1 -p B, 
1 
in $5. Consider the class 6’ of all such morphisms with h, and 
(f, h,) : ‘4, * -4, x B B in 8. Let 8’ 3 9’. Then 9 contains all 1 (’ 
PO + PI E d with PO, PI E 3. Given L4,, -+ A4, E 1 W j, choose Pr + A, , 
P, ---f PI x A,AO E 8, with PI , PO E 9’. Then, by B2 and B4, PO + PI E b. 
Hence 8’ has enough projectives. Moreover, if A, + i4, E B’, then the 
epimorphism in 97’ constructed above splits, so that A,, , A, E 9. 
Remark I .2. 
(A0 + A,) + (B, + B,) E B’ j (A, + B,) ---, (A, - B,) E 8’. 
Throughout the sequel, given an object A of V, we will write A, for the 
object of F which is its source, -1, for its target: A = A, ---f A, . 
LEMMA 1.3. If .4 --f B E b’, and C -+ B is any morphism in V, then 
A,, x Boco + 241 x B$ E E. 
Proof. The composition 
is in t” by B4 and B2. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. ('?',8) is a base. 
Proof. Property Bl follows from Lemma 1.3. 
The verification of the remaining properties is straightforward. 
\Ve may iterate the above definition, obtaining bases (W’, F’), etc. 
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2. SATELLITE FUNCTORS 
Suppose given a base ‘?7 and a functor F : C -p 0?, where U is an abelian 
category with arbitrary coproducts and enough projectives. SVe will define 
satellite functors S,F : % 4 U, n .> 0, and a functor dF : %” + c%. S,F will 
vanish on projectives for 12 ,; 1, and, for A --, B E 6, we will have an exact 
sequence 
. . . + S,+,F(B) + S,,OF(A - R) - &F(A) -> &F(B) - +.. 
(Theorem 2.18). Note that, given P ~~ + B E L, P E -Y, we must then have 
&F(B) ~~ ker (dF(P - B) - &F(P)), and, inductively, 
S,F(B) ~= S,,+,dF(P --f B) for ?I A> 2. 
If  F is right exact (Def. 2. l), S,F : F. If  moreover F is additive (Def. 2.22) 
dF(A - B) = cokernel F(l,l) : F(A4) --> F(A x &I). In particular, if $7 is 
abelian and F is additive in the usual sense, dF(A --) B) = F(ker (Jl ---f B)). 
We rely heavily on the ideas of [2] and [9]. In fact, if we take 6 as the 
coverings of a Grothendieck topology, then sheaves are just right exact 
functors (except that here we deal with covariant, rather than contravariant, 
functors), and, if F is right exact, S,,F is the nth Grothendieck cohomology 
functor with coefficients in F. 
We begin by assuming that / V / is a set. Later (Remark 2.16), we will see 
that this assumption can bc dropped. Denote by cZv: the category of functors 
from V to fl. 
DEFIKITION 2.1. A functor F : % + Lr is right exact in case, whenever 
A, - A, E 6, the sequence 
F(A, x AIL-lO) -F(A,) - F(A,) - 0 
is exact, where the first morphism isF(n,) -- F(n-,). Denote by & = ,X(V, U) 
the full subcategory of edV whose objects arc right exact functors. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For F : % - a, A - B E 6, n 33 0, define the nth 
Czech homology group H,(A ---+ B, F) to bc the nth homology group of the 
complex 
... -+ F(A x +I j< &l) r F(.3 >: BA) + F(A) + 0 
with boundary operator 
n+1 
4 = c (--l)i+lF(T ,*-., Vi-l, nit1 ,..., r',+1), n > 1. 
i-l 
Note that F is right exact, u H,(A 4 B, 15’) .m= F(B) for every A -+ B E CT. 
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LEMMA 2.3. If f : A -+ B is a split epimorphism in 9, then, for every 
F : 9? + @, H,,(A --f B, F) = F(B), and, for every n 2 H,,(A + B, F) = 0. 
Proof. Let g : B ---f A be a right inverse for f.  Then the maps F(gfnl , 
sir ,..., n,), n > 0, give a contracting homotopy ,for the Czech complex. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The inclusion functov .R --f Cl’ has a right adjoint 
(denoted F M F#). If GT” denotes the category of @actors to ct from the full 
subcategory of ‘% whose objects aye the objects in 9, then the composition 
R -> ~7% - @ of inclusion and restriction is an equivalence of categories. 
If P E 3, then F(P) =: F#(P). 
Proof, Given GE/~?‘/, AE/%‘~, choose f:P+AEC, PEG, and 
then (g, ,gz) : Q + P x APT 8, (2 E -9. Let G#(A) be the cokernel of 
G(g,) - G(g,) : G(Q) --f G(P). Given P’ + -4’, 9’ -+ P’ x A,P’ E 8, and 
given =i ---f A’, choosef : P + P’ to make 
P -f+ P’ 
1 1 
A ---t/l’ 
commutative. Then G(f) induces a morphism from G#(A) to the cokernel 
of G(Q’) + G(P’). Moreover, if f’ is another lifting of A + A’, factor 
(f,f’) : P -+ P’ x a,P’ through 0’ to see that G(f) and G(f ‘) induce the 
same morphism. Thus we see that G#(i2) is defined independently of all 
choices and G# is a functor extending G. Note that if G is the restriction 
of H : CV + 02, then there is a canonical morphism G# + Irl which is an 
isomorphism if H is right exact, and every morphism from a right exact 
functor to H factors uniquely through G #. Hence we need only show that 
G# is always right exact, and we will have proved the proposition. 
Given A, + A, E 8, choose PI -+ i4, , P, - PI x a,il, , P’ - P,,, >: a,P,, 
in 8 with Pl , P,, , P’ E 9. Then, by properties B2 and B4 of the previous sec- 
tion, P,, -+ Pl , PO - A, and the composition P’ + P,, x AOPO - PI >< AlPl 
are in 8. Consider the commutative dragram 
G(P’) L G(P’) 
1 1 
G#(P,, x plP,,) - G(P,) - G(P,) - 0 
1 1 1 




The columns are exact by definition, and the middle row is exact b>. 
Lemma 2.3. Hence the bottom row is exact. 
COROLLARY 2.5. 9 is an abelian category z&h enough projectives. .-I 
sequence FI ---f Fz --f F:3 is exact in .3? if and only if F,(P) --f F,(P) + FEl(P) 
is exact for every P t 9. 
Proof. \Ve need only show that C?@ has enough projectives. But each of 
the evaluation functors G - G(P) from clog to @ has a left adjoint 
z .+ E*Z, where EpZ(P’) is the coproduct of one copy of 2 for each element 
of %(P, P’). I f  Z, is a projective in OZ with an epimorphism to G(P), then 
up EpZP is a projective in @ with an epimorphism to G ([7], Theorem 3.1.). 
DEFINITION 2.6. For n 3 0, define S, : LZ’ + CZ” as follows. First, 
define S, on 9 to be the nth left derived functor of the inclusion functor 
.X --f 0”. Then extend S, to U” by setting S,F = S,,(F#). Note that, since 
the inclusion functor is right exact (Proposition 2.4), S,F == F#. 
As immediate consequences of Corollary 2.5, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.7. S,,F(P) my. 0 for n 2: 1, P E 9. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. If FI ---f Fz ---, F3 is a sequence in Q?” such that 
0 --t F,(P) ---f F,(P) -+ F,(P) -+ 0 is exact for eaery P E B, then there are 
morphisms S,LIF3 - S,F, for eaery n 3 0 such that the sequence 
. . . --f S,,,F, -> S,, i.1F3 ---f S,,F, --, S,F, --f S,,F3 --f ..* 
is exact. 
DEFINITION 2.9. F : % ---f C?! is Flask in case H,(A ---f B, F) = 0 for 
ever\: A - B E 8, n 2 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. For P E 9, A E j ‘G 1, Z E ] G?. 1, let EpZ(A) be the copro- 
duct of one copy of Z for each element of %?(P, A), so that Z ++ Epz : G!! - Q” 
becomes the left adjoint to evaluation at P. Then EpZ is right exact andjask. 
Proof. Given g : d --f B t ci, we must show H,(A + B, Epz) =- Epz(B) 
and H,(A --f B, EpZ) = 0 for n G-x 1; i.e., that the homology of the complex 
is zero. Let a : U;(P, A) be a set-theoretic splitting of the surjection %(P, g). 
Define maps %T(P, A) - ‘g(P, ,4 ;< J) --+ %(P, A x 8*4 x BA) + ... b> 
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;fw;&; --z (4gfohfo >.a-> fnb Th ese, together with a, define the desired 
0 
COROLLARY 2.11. Jf F E / 9l 1 is projective re1atiz.e to the class of epimor- 
phi.yms of W which give rise to split epimorphism in Cu when eaaluated at ay 
P E 9, then F is f?ask. 
Proof. By ([7], Theorem 3.1) and Proposition 2.4, every such F is a direct 
summand of a coproduct of functor of the form Epz. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. If F E 1 3 ! isjask, then S,,F --= 0, n > 1. 
Proof. ([2], Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.3). Let 0 + F” --z F’ + F + 0 
be exact in Gi?‘, F’ right exact and projective. i1’e obtain an exact sequence 
. . . + fI,,,(A --f B, F) ---f H&Z + B, F”) 
-+ H&4 -k B, F’) + H&4 + B, F) ---f 1.. 
from which we conclude thatF” is right exact and S,(F) = 0 (consider n -= 0), 
and thatF” is flask (sinceF’ is, by Corollary 2.1 I). Hence we can use induction, 
making use of the exact sequence 
0 = &F’ + S,+,F + S,F” + S,,F’ = 0 (11 I-‘. 1). 
DEFINITION 2.13. A morphism of bases from (3, 9) to (‘6, 8) is a functor 
/I . 9 - V which carries 9 to F and preserves products 4 M B-Lz whenever . I 
i2+BE%.Denotebyfl.:@ -+ 0? the functor defined by composition. 
Remark 2.14. If  (1 is a morphism of bases, then /I preserves products 
A x gA x B..* X J. (Write e.g. A X sA X BA = (il X J) X A(-4 X &I).) 
Hence H,(A -+ B, A.F) = H,(fl(A) ---f A(B), F). In particular, A.F is 
flask whenever F is. Also, fl. restricts to a functor from .B(??, a) to .9(.9?, Q!). 
PROPOSITION 2.15. If A is a morphism of bases .ichich preserees projectizes, 
then A.S, == S&L . 
Proof. Since /l is a morphism of bases, (A.F)# = A.F#. Since /I preserves 
projectives, il. is an exact functor between the categories of right exact 
functors by Corollary 2.5. Since il. preserves flasks, the result follows from 
Corollary 2.11 and Proposition 2.12. 
Remark 2.16. Suppose that 1 V: j is not a set. Let .Y be a subset of / V ‘_ 
Then we can find a subset of ( ‘Z? 1 which contains 9; and which contains, 
with every object A, a P E 9’ such that there is a morphism P + -4 E 6; 
and which contains, with every pair of objects A, B and for every A + R E G, 
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a fiber product A x J. We can replace % by the full subcategory thus 
determined in order to define &F(C) and S,,F(f) for every C, DE Y, 
f  G ‘%(C, n). By Proposition 2.15, these definitions will be independent of the 
choice of the subcategory. 
Note also that we could drop the assumption that 6Z’ has enough projectives 
and use the relative projectives of Corollary 2.1 I in defining S,F. However, 
we would then have to require split exactness in the hypothesis of 
Proposition 2.8. 
DEFINITION 2.17. For i .~~ 0, 1, define morphisms of bases ri : %’ -, % 
by r,(--l) = .-I, . Then there is a natural transformation r,,. ---F r,. . I f  we 
consider the restriction ri. : .9 + 3’ = :JA(%‘, OY), this transformation is 
an epimorphism. Let A : ,Y? --f ~9’ be the kernel of this epimorphism. Extend 
A to 0” by defining AF ~~ AF#. 
Given F: ‘6--f C&we have an exact sequence 0 - AF-h r(,.F#- r,.F#+ 0 
in A?‘, and hence an exact sequence 
. . . ---f S,,Jl.F - S,,AF - S,,I;,.F --f SJ,.F -+ ‘a. 
in @‘. IIy Proposition 2.15, S,,r,. f,.S,, , whence 
THEOREM 2.18. For every F : 55 --f ,’ O?, A --) B E G, n ,a 0, there are 
natural maps SrzTIF(B) -+ S,,AF(A 4 B such that the sequence 
. . . -+ S,+,F(B) ---f S,AF(A -+ B) + &F(A) + &F(B) 3 ... 
is exact. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.19. Given A -* B E G’, F : %‘ --f CI, then, for every n 3 0, 
S,AAF(A - B) = S,AAF((A, - B,) ---f (A, + B,)), and the diagram 
s,+,AF(B) -+ S,AAF(A -- B) + S,AF(A) 
S,+,F(B,) -- S,AF(d, ---, B,) -----f S,F(A,) 
is (exact and) commutative, where the maps are those of Theorem 2.18. 
Proof. Define ,X : ‘%” - 5” by 2(.-I + B) = (A, + B,) ---f (A, + B,). 
Then Z is a morphism of bases which preserves projectives. The sequences 
0 - z.r,.n -+ z.r,.r,,. 4 z.r,.r,. + 0 
0 + or,. - r,.i;. -+ r,.r,. + 0 
of functors from W to X’ are exact (the first one because 2’. and r,. are exact 
functors). Moreover, Z.rJ,. 7 (r,r,,.Z). -:m (r,,r,). = r,.r,,. ; and, simi- 
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larly, Z.r,,.I’,. := rJ’,-,. . Hence ~.I&l = AI’,. . Similarly, Z.I’r.0 = Or,. . 
The sequences 
0 - Z.AA + Zr,,.A ---f X..r,.A + 0 
0 -+ AA - Or,). ---f Or,. + 0 
arc exact (the second because A : d’ -+ 9” is exact). Hence Z.AA = AA, 
which is the first statement of the Proposition. For the second, consider the 
commutative and exact diagram 
O---t AAF - r,.AF + r,.AF -0 
! 1 1 
O+Ar,,.F+ r".ro.F#~-tr,.r"*F#-O 
in R’. Use Proposition 2.15 and the fact, established above, that 
Ar,.F : Zr,.AF. 
PROPOSITION 2.20. Let F : % - 67 have the property that F(A) -F(B) 
is an epimorphism uhenezer A -+ B E 6. Then 
AF(A) = cokernel d, : F(,4, x A,A,, x AIAU) - F(A,, x A1AO) 
(see Def. 2.2), the natural map AF(A) - F(A,) being induced by 
F(q) - F(cJ : F(A, x ti+,) - W4,). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.5, the result is true for A ~9’. 
For arbitrary A, choose P + A E &‘, P E 9’. Then we have a commutative 
d’ ragram 








F(*3,, x ,$A,, x ,&) ----t F(d, x /&,) -7 AF(A) ----f 0. 
in which the middle row and right hand column are exact, a: and y  are epi- 
morphisms, and a,6 = 0. Then 5 is always an epimorphism, from which it 
follows that the top row is exact. Hence so is the bottom row. 
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PROPOSITION 2.21. Let A : g - 55 be a morphism of bases. Define 
A’ : .@’ + ‘%” by A’(A) == A(&) - A(.-l,) so that flr, --: TJ’, i == 0, I. 
then AA. :r= A.‘A. 
Proof. I f  F is right exact, ALP ~2 A.‘AF from the definition of A and the 
exactness of A’. : 9?(Y, 0) --f .%?(.P, 62). Hence in general 
Ai1.F = Ail.F+f ~ il.‘AF# A.‘AF. 
DEFINITIOK 2.22. F : ‘6 -* 1’1 is additiw in cast, given A t U E 6, 
C ---f B any morphism, and f, : C ---f A, i I, 2, 3, 4 making the diagrams 
commutative, then, in @F(C), F(A / ,J)), 
Remark 2.23. When the domain category is abelian and the functor 
preserves zeros, additivity coincides with the usual definition, and a functor 
is right exact if and only if it carries short exact sequences in which the final 
morphism is in the projective class into right exact sequences. 
(For the first assertion, consider (f, 0) and (0, g) : A 4 B >: B. For the 
second, note dF(A) = F(ker (ilo --f A,)). 
PROPOSITION 2.24. Let F be as in Proposition 2.20, and assume moreover 
that F is additive. Then AF is additive, and 
AF( IV’) = cokernel F( 1, 1 ( : F(A,) --f F(ll,, *,4, 
the natural map AF(A) --t F(iZ,) being induced by F(n,j - F(rJ. 
PROPOSITIOK 2.25. If % is abeliau, axd F is additiw and vight exact in the 
usual sense, then S,F is the usual nth left derized functov of F with respect to 8 
181, [W. 
Proof. The functor from $5’ to % which sends *-I to ker (.,I,, -, ‘Jr) is a 
morphism of bases which preserves projectives. Hence 
S,,AF(A) = &F(kcr (A, ---+ z-Ii)). 
Hence Theorem 2.18 gives the usual exact sequence involving the connecting 
homomorphism. Since S,,F vanishes on projectives for n > 1, this suffices. 
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THEOREM 2.26. Let A : ‘8 --f 59 be a morphism of bases. Then, for 
F : 9 -+ Cl, there is a spectral sequence 
S&l&F) j A.&F 
(i.e., lTz,ll -= S,(/M’,F), and Ez, is the pth component of the associated graded 
of il. s, .~p.) 
A4gain, $9 is abelian and has enough projectives, G : # + (7 is right exact 
and additive in the usual sense, and F : Cz? -+ 8 is a functor such that 
L,G(F(P)) =- 0 whenever P t 9, n 2 I, then there is a spectral sequence 
for every A E ‘6. 
UWW)) => Sn(‘WW 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume F is right exact (note 
G right exact =.+- (GF)# --- GF#). 
We use the following special case of the second sequence ([2.5], 
Theorem 2.4.1): I f  6~‘~ , LTz , CT3 are abelian categories, if 6Tr and OLz have 
enough projectives, if F : LTr -j 0!$ and G : L?J’~ -j Fta are additive and right 
exact in the usual sense, and if L,G(F(P)) = 0 for every n 3 1, P projective, 
where L,G is the nth left derived functor of G, then there is a spectral 
sequence 
WVPW) 3 LntGFP) 
for every rl E 02; . 
We first consider the composition 
1. 
bmce A. is exact, we have L,/i = AS, . We also have 
/I -= .%(U, n> -A 678 #_ .%yB, a) - CP. 
If  FE j 9?(%‘, LT)l is projective, S,,(A(F)y) = 5’J.F = 0, n > 1, by 
Remark 2.14. Hence, for any FE ( W(??, n)l, there is a spectral sequence 
Since # is exact, S,(L,(# 3 A)(F)) = S,(L,&F)#) = S,(L,&F)). Hence 
the above establishes the first result of the theorem. 
For the second sequence, we consider the composition 
where G. is composition with G. 
As in the proof of Corollary 2.5, we see that ~8% has enough projectives, 
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and that these are preserved by the exact functor 3” ---f 9 given by evaluation 
at A. It follows from the commutative diagram 
i i 
That L,G’F(A) = L,,G(F(il)). 
The inclusion functor 9 + .?/I”’ has an exact right adjoint, and hence is 
right exact and preserves projectives. \\‘e obtain a spectral sequence 
L,G(S,F(A)) ::- I&(F)(A). (2.27) 
We also have 
G z .fq%) ,&) -4 @ -% qq?, q --f LZ”, 
In the notation of Proposition 2.10, G’I:‘,” ~:- IiPc(z). Hence, if F E / r%Jo(ck’, 9’)l 
is projective, S,G’F = 0, ?z i: 1. Hence, arguing as in the first case, we obtain 
every F E / YZ(~, a);, a spectral sequence 
Sii(I$(F)) :-. &G(F) (2.28) 
For P E 9, (2.27) collapses to give 
L(G(F(O J%WW:. 
Hence for 9 3 1, I&(F)(P) 0, so that L,G(F)# = 0. Hence (2.28) 
collapses to give S,(G’(F)) =- L,,G(Fj. Thus (2.27) becomes the second 
sequence of the theorem. 
3. EXT AND SI~~GC'LAR EXTENSIONS 
Let Y? be a base. Assume also that ‘6 has a terminal object, denoted I. 
Let Z be an abelian group in %; i.e.; an object for which has been provided a 
factorization of the contravariant functor % (., Z) through the category of 
abelian groups. (This is equivalent to the provision of “addition”, “inversion” 
and “zero” morphisms Z x Z - Z, Z --f Z and 1 - Z satisfying the usual 
identities). Let Hz be the factorization, considered as a functor from V to 
the dual of abelian groups. Note that right exactness of HZ would follow 
from the requirement that 
B’ x sB’=B’ 4 B (3-l) 
is a coequalizer diagram whenever B’ - B E 8. 
Define 
Ext;(B, Z) ~: SnHZ(B) 
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considered as a functor to abelian groups, contravariant in the first variable 
and covariant in the second. We will often write Ext for Ext, when only one 
base is being considered. Sow let 2, + Z, E G be an abelian group morphism 
in G?. (An abelian group morphism is one which induces a transformation 
NZu -+ Hz3 of functors to abelian groups; this is equivalent to respecting the 
structure morphism). Let Zr = 1 x z,Za be the kernel of this morphism, 
provided with its natural structure of abelian group in ‘6. Proposition 2.8 
then provides an exact sequence 
+ Ext”(B, 2,) --f Ext”(B, 2,) - Ext”(B, Z-a) + ExP !-I(& Zr) --z **. (3.2) 
Also, by Theorem 2.18, we have, for every B’ + B E 8, an exact sequence 
.a- --f Est”(B, Z) --f Ext?‘(B’, Z) - s,,AW(B’ -+ B) Ext” ‘-l(B, Z) + -1. (3.3) 
DEFINITION 3.4. For B E 1% j, let (‘6, B) be the category whose objects 
are morphisms C - B and whose morphisms are commutative triangles 
c 3 C’. 
(Q@, B) inherits an obvious projective class from ‘&, and thus becomes a base 
with the inclusion functor to ‘G a projective preserving morphisms of bases. 
(Def. 2.13.) 
Denote again by B the object IB E i((?, B)l. More generally, we will some- 
times denote C - B by C. Consider 2 x B to be an abelian group in (55, B) 
the natural fashion. Then 
Remark 3.5. Ext cu,o,(C, 2 x B = Ext,(C, Z). 
DEFINITION 3.6. If  Z is an abelian group in 57, and B E I % /, agenevalized 
extension of B by Z is a pair (C -+ B, OI), where C + B ~8 and 
a E~H~(C 4 B). (Note that, by Prop. 2.20, 2 E%(C :< J’, Z). The pair 
is an extension in case (cu, n,) : C x & - 2 x B is an isomorphism (so 
that there is a ,8 : Z x C ---f C such that (/3, n2) = (a, n&i). A morphism 
(C-- B, a) - (C’ - B, a’) is an element 0 E (‘g, B)(C, C’) such that 
a’(0 x 8) = 01. Say that two generalized extensions are related in case there 
is a morphism from one to the other. Let E,(B, 2) be the equivalence classes 
under the equivalence relation thus generated. 
Examples. In all the following cases, Hz will be additive. Moreover, 
(3.1) will hold, so that Hz will be right exact. 
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Let B be an R-algebra, Z =m (R-algebras, B). I f  Z is an abelian group in ‘G, 
then we have a zero morphism B --f Z such that B 4 Z --+ B = lB . One 
shows that the kernel, ~$2, of 2 + B must have trivial multiplication (&P :-: O), 
so that 112 becomes a twosided B-module and Z is the split singular extension 
of B by M [5]. Abelian group morphisms from Z correspond to module 
homomorphisms from ;\I. F(C) == %(C, Z) = Der(C, -U), the derivations 
from C to M considered as a C-module via C--f B. ‘IVc can take 6 = all 
surjections or R-split surjections, in which case 9 will contain the free 
K-algebras (respectively the tensor algebras on R-modules). I f  K is the 
kernel of C’ - + C E F, dW(C’ -+ C) Hom,(K, M) Hom,(K/K?, M) 
(for tit Horn&K, M), send (cr , cq) E (J’ :J &’ to ~(ci ~- cJ). Hence an 
extension of C by Z is just a singular extension of C by J1 (R-split in the 
second case). 
We can replace K-algebras by commutative K-algebras in the above, in 
which case the modules become symmetric. Or we can consider R-Lie 
algebras, 9 3 free algebras (respectively the images of K-modules under the 
left adjoint to the forgetful functor); or groups, 8 =- all surjections, 9 == free 
groups. In both the latter cases, ahelian groups correspond to (onesided) 
B-modules. 
The only case in which the additivity of HZ is not immediate is that of 
groups. Here we must show, given A’ + .3 and a, E .4’ with a common image 
in A, that ~(ur , u2) + ‘(us , a4) = ~(ui , a4) + ~(aa , aa) for any derivation 
(crossed homomorphism) 7 from A’ x J’ to an A-module Z. We may 
assume that ai E ker(4 --+ J). (We can write ni ~- ala with u: E ker(A’ ---f A), 
and ~((u; , uJ)(u, a)) = ~(a: , u;) + ~(a, u).) Then ‘(ui , u,~) =- r(ui , e) + ~(e, uj), 
from which the desired result follows at once. 
If  CG is an abelian category, every object is an abelian group in a unique way, 
and dHZ(C’ --f C) = F(ker(C’ - C), Z). 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let (C -+ B, a) be a generalized extension. We obtain 
a map dHZ(C -+ B) -+ Extl(B, Z). (See (3.2)) Let @(C---f B, CX) be the 
image of CL under this map. @ clearly induces a map on E,(B, Z), still denoted 
by Cp. We define the Buer swz of (C + B, a) and (C’ -p B, o(‘) to be 
(C :-: &” --L B, a”), where n’ mm: 01ria +- oi’rz4 : C :~ &” ,J & x &” 4 Z. 
This induces a sum on El(B, Z), w ic is visibly commutative and associative. ,h’ h 
THEOREM 3.8. E,(B, Z) is an abeliun group under Baey sum, isomorphic 
ziu @ to Extl(B, Z). 
Proof. Note first that, using Remark 3.5, we can simplify notation by 
assuming B == 1. We write a generalized extension of 1 by Z as (C’, CX). The 
proof of the theorem consists of three lemmas. 
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LEMMA @: E1( 1, 2) -+ Extl( 1, 2) preserves addition. 
Proof. From the commutative diagram 
c x C’ 1, c, 
i i. 
1 -= 1 
regarded as a morphism in V, we obtain a commutative diagram of abelian 
groups 




dfF(C x C’- 1) - Extl( 1, 2) 
from which we conclude that @(C, a) is the image of era E dIfz(C x C’-+ 1). 
Combining this with the analogous result for C’ gives the desired result. 
LEMMA The onb element of E1( 1, Z) mapped to 0 by CD is the class of 
tz *1 - n,). 
Proof. Suppose @(C, a) = 0. Choosing P + C E 8, P E 9, gives a 
generalized extension (P, /3) equivalent to C. Hence we may assume C E 9, 
so that ExtO(C, Z) = %‘(C, Z). From the exact sequence 
V(C, Z) + AH=(C + 1) - E&(1, Z) 
we conclude that there is a preimage, y, of N in %?(C, Z). Then 
tl! = AT - 4 = (7 - Txr x Y): 
CXC---t zxz 
1 -1 
c --• z 
so that y  is a morphism of generalized extensions. 
LEMMA Q, is a surjection. 
Proof. Choose P -+ 1 ~8 with Pi= .Y. From the exact sequence 
dHz(P + 1) + Extl(l, Z) -+ Extr(P, Z) = 0 we conclude that ever! 
a E Extl(l, Z) has a preimage a E dHz(P + l), and of course @(P, a) _ a. 
The theorem now follows readily. 
LEMMA 3.9. Under assumption (3.1) every morphism of extensions is an 
isomorphism. 
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Proof. As above, it suffices to consider extensions of 1. Suppose 
0 : (C, a) --+ (C’, 01’) is a morphism of extensions. Let fl : Z x C ---* C, 
/3’ : % 1.: C’ --• C’ be as in Definition 3.6. \Ve show first that 0 is a monomor- 
phism. Consider f,  R E ‘%(B. C) such that Hf =m= 0~. 
n -~- .‘(U ,\ 0) =- 4f> R) -: @(B, ‘4. 
Hence (f, g) ~ (P, n&u, ~J(f, g) ~~ (13 T&U, %dg, g) -~- (g, R) = f  =- R. 
Now let 9 be the composition C’ x C -* % Y C - C, w-here 
the morphisms are (a’(C’ \\ H), 7r2) and /3. Then Hg, nr, so that, for 
7rT,: C” ,c C ii c’ -F C’ I C, UP)‘IT~~ ~-- 7rI Ucp~l3 . Hence 91~~~ -~= 9)77ra . 
Using (3.1), we conclude that there exists q: C’ --> C such that g, = @rr . 
Then B+rr - TT~ =z% @lc’. Hcncc, since 0 is a monomorphism, 91 L- &I. 
COROI.LARP. There is a natural inclusion B(B, 2) C E,(B, Z), where 
DEFINITIOIG 3.10. E(B, Z) is isomorphism classes of extensions of B by Z. 
Remark 3.11. Suppose (C-+ B, a) is a generalized extension of B by Zy 
B’ -b B any morphism. Choose P - B’ E 8, P E 8, and then P 
make the diagram 
PdC 
commute. Let 0~’ E dNZ(P + B’) be the image of 01. Then @(P - 
is the image of @(C --f B, a) under Extr(B, 2) -+ Ext’(B’, Z). 
Now consider the following property. 
for every B p-f I ~8 
the functor B’ -+ B’ x B preserves coequalizers. 
-f 
+ c to 
B’, 01’) 
(3.12) 
THEOKEN 3.13. Suppose V; has coequalizers, and that, for every C E 1 $5 /, 
(3.12) holds in (‘g, C). Then, for eEery generalized extension (C + B, a) of 
B by Z, there is an extension (C’ --+ B, LX’) of B by Z and a morphism from the 
fovnzer to the latter such that, fey ecery extension (C” + B”, n”) of B” by Z, 
ez?evy diagram 
c-+c” 
B - B” 
satisfying the obvious compatibility condition factors uniquely through C’ ---f B. 
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Proof. In the categories we consider it will be easy to construct such an 
extension. Hence we provide only a sketch of the proof of its existence in 
general. 
Since iz: E dHZ(C ---f B), we have 01 E ‘?(C x &“, Z), and, in 
(In particular, a(lc , 1,) :: 0 in F(C, 2)). Define C’ to be the coequalizer of 
(“1 3 TJ and (?T~ + nna3, TJ : Z x C :< &‘+ Z x C. Using (3.12) and 
the above, show that rl - TV + OIT~~ : (2 x C) x B(B x C) + Z induces 
a morphism N’ : C’ x &’ - Z. Remark that 01’ E dHZ(C’ + B). 
Show that the composition Z x Z x C + Z x C + C’, where the first 
morphism is (TV -+ ny , QT,), induces a morphism B’ : Z x C’ + C’. Show 
that a’(/?‘, 7~~) = 7r1 and 01’(/3’, TJ = r1 . Hence (C’ + B, ol’) is an extension. 
Note that, if C + C” is to have a factorization C’ ---f C”, we must have 
Z r: C---z C’ + C” = Z x C t Z Y C” --f C”. Show that, in fact, the 
latter composition induces a morphism C’ + C” (use the isomorphism to 
replace Z x C” x BX”’ by C” x B,,C” x B,,C”). Show that the composition 
(Z x C”) X Bn(Z X C”) + C” ,Y B,,C” -> Z is n, - 7rz + Ol”rzq (replace 
(Z i: C”) x B$Z x C”) by C” x’ BJzC” x B,,C” x &“‘). Use this to show 
that C’ - C” defines a morphism of extensions. 
COROLLARY 1. If  (3.1) and the hypotheses of the theorem hold, then 
E(B, Z) =: E,(B, Z). 
COROLLARY 2. If (C -+ B, LX) is an extension and B’ -+ B is arbitrary, 
and if (3.1) and the hypotheses of the theorem hold, then @(C - B, a) has zero 
fey imaze under Extl(B, Z) --j Extl(B’, Z) if and only zy B’ - B factors 
thmgh C. 
(Use Remark 3.11.) 
4. ARBITRARY EXTENSIONS FOR GROUPS, ETC. 
Let B, K be groups, and let A be the automorphism group of K, I the 
inner automorphisms, Z the center of K, U =.= A/I. Suppose given a homo- 
morphism B --j Cr. We have a surjection A x .B + B with kernel 1, from 
which we obtain an exact sequence (c.f. Section 3) 
Hom,,+(I, Z) + Extl(B, Z) + ExP(A x uB, 2) -+ S,dHZ(A x ,B - B) 
+ Ext2(B, Z) 
481/12/3-Z 
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which we use to derive the usual theorems classifying the extensions of B 
bYKI71. 
The methods used go over easily to algebras, commutative algebras, Lie 
algebras and restricted Lie algebras (c.f. [15], [19], [12], [Id].) See the end of 
this section. 
Let ‘6 be a base. Let V, be the category with objects (B, i), where B E i 55 ’ j 
and i E ‘g(B, , B,) is a splitting (right inverse) for B, ---f B, , the morphisms 
of Vs being those of (6’ which are compatible with the splittings. Let Q be 
the inverse image of 8’ under the natural functor Vs -* ‘F. Since es - 9’ 
preserves products, (‘5?, , Q) is a base. 
Now let U be a group, and let ‘G --_ (Groups, U), 8 = all surjections. By 
identifying (B, -+ B,) with (B, , kernel (B, -+ B,)), we may regard ??, as the 
category whose objects are all pairs (C, L), with C a group over U, L a group 
on which C operates (the operation of B, on ker(B, - B,) being defined via 
conjugation and i). The morphisms in ‘t/S become the obvious pairs. iln 
abelian group in %?‘s is a pair (L’, Z), where Z is a (‘module. An extension 
of (C, L) by (U, Z) is a pair (C, E) and a C-linear sequence Z + E --f L such 
that E is a group extension of L by Z in the usual sense; i.e., an extension of 
L by Z in the category of C-groups. (The action ofL on Z being trivial.) 
Define A : V + es by A(B) = (B,, , ker(B, ---f B,)). Then -4 is a mor- 
phism of bases, and AHyZ = A.Hc$, . Choose P 4 B E &‘, P E 9’. We have an 
exact and commutative diagram of abelian groups (see Proposition 2.21) 
A.Hz(P) -----f A.A.HZ(P--t B) -m--f S,A.HZ(B) - 0 
I/ II 
Hz(A(P)) -----f AHz(A(P) - A(B)) -----f Ext&(A(B), Z) -- Ext&(A(P), 2) 
whence an exact sequence 
0 + S,dHZ(B) ----z Ext&(A(B), Z) 4 Ext&(il(P), 2). 
Hence S,AHvZ(B) classifies certain extension of L = ker(B,- B,) by Z in 
the category of B,-groups. By Corollary 2 of Theorem 3.13, these will be 
precisely the extensions Z + E + L such that ker(P, + PI) -*L can be 
factored PO-linearly through E. Now P -j B E 6” provided PI -F B, and 
ker(P, + PI) ---f L are surjections. Hence we may choose PI to be the free 
group on the set B, , and P,, to be free on L v B, , P, + PI being trivial on L. 
Then ker(P, - PI) is free on P,, x L, with the inclusion map to P,, defined 
by (x, y) w xyx-I. (To see this, note that the semi-direct product of this 
group with PI satisfies the requisite universal property). Since L acts trivially 
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on Z, Z lies in the center of E. By checking the conditions under which the 
map from the free group on PO x L can be factored Pa-linearly through E, 
one arrives at the first statement of the following proposition. (Cf. [ZO].) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If  B, + B, is a surjection of groups ovey U with kernel L, 
and zy Z is a U-module, then S,AHZ(B, - B,) classijes those extensions 
Z + E ---f L in the category of B,-groups with tlze propeTty that the action of E 
on itself deJined by conjugation agrees with the action de$ned via E -+ L -+ B, . 
TJze canonical map Ex@(B, , Z)-+ S, AHZ(B, -+ B,) corresponds to sending 
extension Z--L E’ ---f B, to the extension Z + E” -+ L, zuhere E” = ker(E’ -+ B,). 
(A’ote that, since the action of E’ on Z is defined via E’ --f B, , E” and Z commute, 
so that conjugation by elements of E’ defines an action by B, on E”.) 
To prove the second statement, consider an arbitrary ‘4 --f BE &‘. 
Referring to the above argument, and factoring P + B through A, we see 
that the diagram 
A/l.H=(A -B) -------f S,A.H=(B) 
I/ 1 
AH=@(A) + 4BN __f Ext&(W, Z) 
commutes. 
By Proposition 2.19, the diagram 
AH=@&, - B,) d Ex@(B, , Z) 
commutes. 
AAH=(A -B) d &AH=(B) 
Combining these, we see that a generalized extension (A, - B, , 
a : ker(9, ---f B,) --f Z) goes to the generalized extension (A(A) -+ A(B), 
restriction of (Y : ker(ker(A, + A,) -+ ker(B, -F B,))) under the map 
Est&(B, , Z) --f &AH=(B) ---f Ext&,(A(B), Z). In particular, taking 
A = (E’ + B,), we see that the extension Z---z E’ + B, goes to the 
generalized extension ((E’, ker(E’ --f B,)) -+ (B, , L), lz). The extension 
corresponding to this is clearly ((Ba , ker(E’ + Bi)) -+ (B, , L), lz). 
Now let B, K be groups, and let A be the automorphism group of K, Z 
the center of K, I= K/Z the group of inner automorphism of K, and 
U = A/I the outer automorphism group of K. Suppose given a homo- 
morphism B --+ U. This defines for Z the structure of a B-module. We wish 
to study sequences K -+ E - B, where E -+ B is surjective with kernel 
K 4 E, and where the homomorphism E --j A defined by conjugation 
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satisfies E ---f A - U = E - B - U. Given such a sequence, we obtain a 
homomorphism E --f A x uB, and reference to the diagram 
shows that this homomorphism is surjective with kernal Z. We thus obtain 
a map E(B, K) - E x Eu(il x ;B, Z), w h ere E(B, K) denotes equivalence 
classes of sequences I< - E -+ B under the natural relation. An extension 
2 + E -+ A x ,B arises as above precisely when the kernel of E ---f B 
is isomorphic to K by a homomorphism which is the identity on Z, and which 
is compatible with the action of E (where E acts on K via E ---F A). Note that 
the action of E on this kernel induces an action of =1 x uB (c.f. Propo- 
sition 4.1). Then the above condition translates to the requirement that 
ker(E - B) be isomorphic to 6 as an estcnsion of I by Z in the category of 
A x “B-groups. 
Reference to Proposition 4.1 shows that hY is one of the extensions classified 
by S,dHz(,4 x .B -+ B), and that our condition becomes that the 
image of the extension Z - B 4 A4 :< ,B under the canonical map 
Ext’(,-3 :<: UB, Z) -F S,illIz(A x “B - B), give the same element as Al. 
DEFINITIW 4.2. The image in EstCb2(B, Z) of the element corresponding 
to K under the canonical map S,dHz(d x ,-B --f B) + Exta(B, Z) is the 
obstruction to the existence of an extension of B by I<. 
THEOREM 4.3. Such an extension e.vists if and only $ the obstruction is 
zero. 
Proof. This is just the above condition and the exactness of 
Extr(A x .B, Z) --+ S,dIP(il x .B - B) - Ext”(B, Z). 
There is a natural action of ExP(B, Z) on E(B, K) (given extensions 
Z ---L E’ ---f B and K -+ E - B, form the coequalizer of Z 2 E x &‘), 
and the map E(B, K) --f Ext’(A i; ,B, Z) is compatible with this action, 
where the action on the second set is via Extr(B, Z) + Extr(A x LrB, Z). 
THEOREM 4.4. If E(B, K) is not empty, then the action of Ext,l(B, Z) 
thereon is faithful and transitiz>e. 
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Proof. The group of A x UB-linear automorphisms of R which induce 
the identity on Z and I acts on E(B, K), the action of CY on the extension 
K + E + B being composition of K -+ E with 01. The map 
E(B, K) + Extl(A x uB, Z) 
induces an injection from the set of orbits of this action into Extr(A A uB, 2). 
The map which sends 01 to 7, where ~(a) =- a(a)n-r is an isomorphism 
between the above automorphism group and the group of A x ,B-linear 
homomorphisms of K into 2 which vanish on 2; and the latter is canonically 
isomorphic to Hom,,Jl, 2). 
The action of HomAXLi,(l, Z) on E(B, K) via this isomorphism coincides 
. . 
wrth the actron via HornAXuB (I Z) -j Ext$(B, Z). The image of E(B, K) , 
in Extr(A x uB, Z) is, as was seen above, the inverse image of the element 
of SJZ(A x “B + B). corresponding to K under Extr(A x .B,Z) 
+ S,dW(A x .B + B). The theorem then follows from the exactness of 
Horn AXuB(I, Z) + Ext’(B, Z) -> Extl(A s uB, Z) ---f S,dH=(A x uB --f B). 
THEOREM 4.5. Bzery element of ExP(B, Z) is the obstruction to the existence 
of extensions of B by K, for some A’. 
Proof. Choose P--t B E 8 with P a free group large enough so that 
I = ker P --f B has trivial center. Given an element of Ext”(B, Z), let K 
correspond to the element of S,OFP(P + B) obtained via the canonical 
isomorphism. (K is an extension of I by Z in the category of P-groups). 
Then % is the center of K, so that I := inner automorphisms of K. Let A be 
the automorphism group of K, C = AiI. Since K is a P-group, we have a 
homomorphism P - A. Since the action of K on itself by conjugation coin- 
cides with the action via K --z I + P, vve have a commutative diagram 
I + I’ -----f B 
which induces a homomorphism B - L’. We obtain a commutative diagram 
I- P+B 
from which we conclude that P - A x “B is an isomorphism. 
Using practically identical arguments, one obtains the three theorems of 
this section for other categories, viz. 
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Let B be an R-algebra, and let K be an R-algebra not necessarily with 
unit. Let A, (resp. A,) be the set of all R-linear, right (resp. left) K-linear 
endomorphisms of K, considered as an R-algebra with product equal compo- 
sition (resp. reverse composition). Let I be the image of K --f d, ;’ -.I,. , 
where a “-f (left multiplication by a, right multiplication by u). Let il be a 
subalgebra of A, x A, containing I, and with the property that 
(f, g) E A 3 uf(b) = g(a)b, and that every element of r,(A) C A, commutes 
in Hom(K, K) with every element of ~~(~4). Then I will be an ideal of d. 
Let U I= 3/1, 2 = kernel K--z 1. Let % =: (R-algebras, L‘), G :~ all 
surjections. In the proof of the first part of the analogue of Proposition 4. I, 
we let P0 be the free algebra on L u B, , and ker(Pa -+ PJ becomes the 
augmentation ideal of the free algebra on B, >: I, x B,, . 
Again, let B be a commutative R-algebra, K a commutative R-algebra not 
necessarily with unit. Let d be a commutative subring of A, containing 
I = image K - A, _ Let U =~: illI, % == (commutative R-algebras, U), 
etc. 
Again, let R, B be R-Lie algebras. Let A be the derivation algebra of K, 
I the inner derivations, c = A/1, %? =~ (R-Lie algebras, U), & = all sur- 
jections. For the choice of P, and P, in the first part of Proposition 4.1, see 
the proof of Theorem 5.6, taking S and ‘1’to be free modules. In the proof of 
the analogue of Theorem 4.5 for this case, we must show that, if 
1 = ker(P --f B), we may assume that I has trivial center. Suppose P is the 
free R Lie algebra on a set S. Then Pf, the enveloping algebra of P, is the 
free associative R-algebra on S. P + PI’ is injective. (This was proved in [17] 
for R the integers. The proof presumably generalizes, but the special case 
s&ices, since it shows that a free Lie ring is free as an abelian group, being 
a subgroup of the free algebra. Tensoring with R, we see that a free R-Lie 
algebra is free as an R-module, so that the Birkhoff-Witt theorem applies). 
An element x E S commutes only with polynomials in x in the free associative 
algebra. Hence, if S contains at least two elements, at least one of which is 
in 1, I will have the desired property. 
I f  % -m (restricted F-Lie algebras, B), F a field of characteristic I’, then 
an abelian group in % is given bl- an abelian restricted algebra Z which is 
a B-module in such a way that B annihilates ,Wl.Since we have the Birkhoff- 
\Vitt theorem, we can construct projectives by taking the free associative 
algebra on S, then taking the restricted Lie subalgebra generated by S, 
where [s, y] = xy - yx, xl”l -= .v”. We let A = restricted derivations of B 
[14], I = inner derivations. The results of this section and the previous one 
then become suitable generalizations of those of [Z3], and [14], without the 
restriction to the strongly abelian case (ZtPl = 0). 
PROPOSITION 4.6 Let GT? = (R-algebras, U), & = all surjections (resp. 
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K-split surjections). Then, if B, -+ B, E d has kernel L, there is a natural 
inclusion 
S,dHZ(B, + B,) C Ext$.(L, Z) (rev. Ext&.,,(L, 2)) 
(absolute or relative [Z6] Ext in tke category of twosided B,-modules) with 
image corresponding to those extensions % + E 5 L with the property that 
p(a) . b = a . v(b) for every a, b E E, where . indicates operation on E by 
elements of L C B, . There is an analogous result for commutative algebras, 
with Ext4; replaced by Extgo , zukere tlze condition is q(a) ’ h = p(b) . a. 
Similarly for Lie algebras, witlz the condition being v(a) ’ b = --p)(b) ’ a. 
Proof. This is a corollary of the analogues of Proposition 4.1 for the 
categories under consideration. For instance, we note that, given an extension 
0 ---f Z - E + L - 0 of 2-sided B,-modules in the algebra case, there is at 
most one structure of ring-not-necessarily-with-unit for E such that the 
action of E on itself from right and left agrees with that defined via 
E-rL+B,, and that such a structure exists precisely in the presence of 
the given condition. 
Remark. In the commutative case, Ext,;(L, Z) = ExtB;(B1 , Z). 
5. COMPUTATIONS AND COMPARISONS 
Let % be a base, and let 9 be the category of abelian groups in %‘. Let 
J : S’ - (8 be the inclusion functor. Assume that g is abelian, that J carries 
epimorphisms in g to morphisms in 6, and that J has a left adjoint, D. 
DEFIKITION 5.1. In all the examples we consider, we can define 
TZ : %? -+ Abelian groups by TZ(A) = D(A) 3 2, and let 
Tor,‘(A, Z) = S,T(-4). 
Since, for Z E / # I, V(A, 2) = &(D(-4), Z), Theorem 2.26 (second 
sequence) provides spectral sequences 
Extg(SuD(A), 2) 2 Ext&+I, 2). 
Torf(SqD(‘4), 2) =* Torz(L4, Z). 
(5.2) 
These obtain in particular when ‘?9 = (Groups, Lie algebras, Algebras, 
or Commutative algebras, B), G == all surjections. Note that, by Prop. 2.25, 
Ext, and To? can be read in the usual sense. 
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Remark j.3. tJz 0 AD is a right exact functor to the dual of abelian groups. 
Rloreover, if P E :Y’, 0 - b /Z,,ZAD(P) --t H&ZD(P,) -* ZI,ZD(P,) + 0 
a (split) exact sequence in 
;;,Z ‘. Au :- A(F19” : D) m= All,“. 
the dual of abelian groups. Hence 
‘I’HEOREM 5.4. I‘et %,, = K-Lie algebras k- ajield, or %(, =~ Groups, und let 
G ~-~ all surjections. Let 5% (56 ,) , &d). (bnsider D : ‘6 - 99, D,, : Ku + .*,, 
as above (so that &,, k--modules or .-lbelian groups). De$ne A : % -+ X0 
by A(B) ker(R m~k =I). ?%ez, if B mop .-l E 8, S’,(D(B) S,,D,(A(B)) in 
&(, for n _ 2. If, moreover, (‘ 4 Is’ E 6, then, for n 1,: 0, 
S,AD(C 4 B) S,AD,,(A(C) --> A(R)) in &,, 
Proof. We may- replace % by the full subcategory with objects B such that 
B -F .-l g 8, since the inclusion functor is a projective preserving morphism 
of bases. Let L = ker(C - + B). By Remark 5.3, 
Hom,(AD(C -+ B), Z m- Hom,(L, Z), 
and :#,,(AD,(A(C) --z A(B)), Z) = Hom.,(c,(L, Z), whence 
AD(C - B) pm Li[A(C), L] =m AD@(C) -+ A(B)), 
Hence AD :-: A’ . AD,, = AA . D,, (Prop. 2.21), since A is a morphism of 
bases. Moreover, subalgebras of free I,ie algebras over a field are free 
([20], [2Z]), and subgroups of free groups are free, so that A preserves pro- 
jectives. Hence S,AD == A’ . &AD, =- S,,AA.D, , n ,- 0. Hence also 
S,,D = S,A.D, = A.S,,D,, , II 2, since &D(B) -7 S,_,AD(P - B). 
THEOREM 5.5. Let %, & be as in Theorem 5.4. Then, fey n 2 1, 
Extr17’(B, Z) mm H7’+l(B, Z), the usual Lie algebra OY group cohomology of B 
with coeflcientc in the (A-module and thus) B-module Z. Similarly, 
To~,,~(B, Z) -= H,,.,,(B, Z). 
Proof. WC may assume B =m .-I (see Remark 3.5). By Theorem 5.4, 
&D(9) := 0, n >. 2. Choose I’ - .-I E 6, and let 11f = ker(P - A). Then, 
as in the proof of Theorem 5.4, AD(P- =1) = iI~/W. Hence the proof of 
([4], Theorem 2.2)r is a demonstration that 0 -+ AD(P - A) --f D(P) is 
exact. Hence &D(J) = 0. The spectral sequences (5.2) therefore collapse, 
the first one giving Extan(D(A), Z) : Exty;n(dlZ, Z). The augmentation 
homomorphism from the enveloping algebra of A onto K (resp. from the in- 
teger group ring of A onto the integers) has kernel D(A), and from the result- 
ing short exact sequence in 9 we conclude Ext,“(D(A), Z) = Hn+-l(ad, Z). 
1 For a much shorter proof, see [24]. 
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Remark 5.6. In the setting of [I], taking 9 for the models, and noting 
that an elementary functor is just a relative projective l?zD as in Prop. 2.10, 
it is easy to see from the axioms of ([I], J, 3) that the satellite functors defined 
in [I] coincide with those defined here. Again, if 9 is a category with a 
cotriple G and fiber products, and if G(i ‘t i) = 8, then cotriple derived 
functors [5] coincide with satellites as defined here. Indeed, arguing as in 
I~emark 2.16, we see that we can without loss of generality take ) %’ ( to be a 
set. For an! F : % + 0 there is a natural transformation FG --f F such that 
FG(I’) + F(P) is an epimorphism for P E 9. illorcovcr, the cotriple derived 
functors of PC arc zero in degree ;; I. There is also a long exact sequence in 
the cotriple theory corresponding to a short exact sequence of functors, and 
one proceeds as in the previous case. (These arguments are due to F. Ulmer. 
See the volume of triples to appear in the Springer-\‘erlag notes.) 
It is shown in [22] that Hochschild cohomology is a special case of cotriple 
cohomology. Hence an analogue of the above theorem is true for the category 
of K-algebras (c.f. Theorem 5.10). In order to prove it using these techniques, 
it would suffice to take ‘Z?, :~= augmented K-algebras, and show that 
&D,,(B) -z 0, n 2 1, whenever B is the subalgebra of a tensor algebra 
generated by- an ideal. (If K is a field, B is never free [23], Prop. 7.1). Alter- 
natively, in the language of Theorem 5.10, it would suffice to show 
.S,,D,d (P) =-~~ 0, n 2 I, whenever P is a projective of eGE . 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let g be an abelian category, and let F : $9 + 9? be 
additive and Tight exact. Tlzen the following are equivalent. 
(a) AF(A - B) - F(A) is a monomorphism for every A + B E 8. 
(b) S,F = 0. 
(c) F presevaes jiber producfs ,3 x Bz4, A - B E 8. 
(d) S,,F := 0 fey eoery n > 1. 
Proqf. (d) 3 (b) <:- (a) trivially. (a) 3 (c) by Proposition 2.24. (c) => (d) 
by Proposition 2.12. 
Remark 5.8. Let (‘g, a), (99,%) be bases, 8 abelian. Let F : V - .@ be 
additive, and suppose F(L) C Y. Then AF(&‘) C D. (See Proposition 2.24. 
Kate that F(d,,) - F(d,~,~d,) is a split monomorphism.) 
DEFINITION 5.9. Given a base (‘C, 8) with terminal object I, let %, be 
the full subcategory of ‘& whose objects are those A E [ ‘Z? ( such that A -+ 1 
is an extension (i.e. singular extension) of 1 by some abelian group in %? (see 
Definition 3.6). In the cases we consider, the injection functor %Ye -+ %? will 
have a left adjoint (“factoring by the square of the kernel”), so that d will 
define a projective class &, for 9?< , making it into a base. 
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‘I’HEORERI 5.10. Let Z (K-algebras, A), 6 m- ull K-split suvjections. 
Then, fey n 25 1, Ext”,(=J, 2) == Ext~~~,,,(A, Z), the usual ff~chschild 
cohomology. .31so, fop ;z ,: 0, S,,@(B) -m ExtyAe,K,(ker(B, --f E,), 2). 
Similar~, 
To~~~(LJ, Z) = Tor,Agl(il, Z) (n 3 I), 
and 
S&J 7$(B) = Tor~“(ker(B,, ---f B;,), Z). 
Remarks. The first statement of this theorem is not true for AJ replaced 
by arbitrary B E / %, ~. The first variable exact sequence that arises in this 
setting is that obtained in [4]. 
Proof. Let 99 := abelian groups in Xy =m 2-sided .?-modules, and let 
D : ??e + 9? be the left adjoint of inclusion. Then, since I-I2 is additive for 
every Z E / g /, D is additive, as can be seen by considering the diagram 
%?(B’ x BB’, JD(B’ x ,$I’)) z %(D(B’ x BB’), D(U’ x BB’)) 
U(C, JD(B’ x BB’)) zz %‘(D(C), D(B’ /( BB’)), 
where the vertical arrows are composition with (f, g) E V(C’, B’ ,,: BB’) and 
D((f, g)) respectively. 
As in the proof of Theorem 5.4, vvc see that dD(C mm* B) ~~ ker(C -p B) 
(since ker(C + A) 2 = 0). Since dD(C -> B) -+ C is a K-split injection, 
so is dD(C - B) - dD(C - A). Therefore, since AD(C --, A) - D(C) 
is a K-split injection [4], so is AD(C --t B - I)(C). Therefore D(C) -+ D(B) 
is a K-split surjection. Hence, if we take all K-split epimorphisms as the 
projective class in 9?, D is a morphism of bases (Proposition 5.7), and by 
adjointness, D preserves projectives. Hence, by Proposition 2.15, 
Extsc(B, Z) = ExtTA,,,, (D(B), ). From the short exact sequence 
0 - D(A) - A( P-F iI --r 0 
of Ae-modules, we have Ext;LAe,KI(D(il), Z) = Ext91ik,KI(A6J, Z)(n > 1). 
AD is additive (Prop. 2.24), hence a morphism of bases (Proposition 5.7 
and Remark 5.8). The sequence 0 ---f AD(P) - D(Z',) --f D(P,) -+ 0 
being split exact, ill> preserves projectives. Hence, as above, 
S,AH$JE) = Ext:(A~,K#lL)(E), Z). 
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6. THE COPRODUCT THEOREM AND 
A GENERALIZED CONNECTING HOMOMORPHISM 
Assume throughout this section that the base % has coproducts, denoted 
by” +“. 
DEFINITION 6.1. F : ‘?? + a has the weak coproduct-preservation property 
at B in case .9$‘(P) + &F(B) -+ &$(I + B) is an isomorphism for every 
P E 4, R > 0. If  this is true for every B E ; V ‘, we say that F has the weak 
coproduct-preservation property. 
DEFINITION 6.2. For B E V? 1, let (B, 59) be the category whose objects 
are morphisms B --f C, and whose morphims are commutative triangles 
We will simplify notation by writing C for B + C E l(B, %?)I. The canonica1 
functor from (B, V) to 59 has a left adjoint A ++ A + B and hence the inverse 
image of 5Y under the canonical functor is a projective class gB for which 
objects of the form P -+ B, P E 9, provide enough projectives [O]. ((B, %), &B) 
is clearly a base. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Given F : 9 ---f GY, define Fs : (B, 9?) - LZ by 
F,(C) = cok(F(B) + F(C)). 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose that F has the weak coproduct-preservation property 
at B. Then, for eoery morphism B + C in ‘6, there is a natural exact sequence 
..’ ---f &F(B) + &F(C) --z &F,(C) 4 S,-lF(B) -+ S,-,F(C) -+ ..a 
where the extremal morphisms are S,F(B + C), k = n, n - 1. 
Proof. Let A : (B, V) ---f @ be the inclusion functor. Then A is 
a morphism of bases. Theorem 2.26 provides a spectral sequence 
S,(A.S,F) => LLS,~F. If  q > 1, then S,F(P + B) = S,F(B) when P E 8, 
so that (A,S,F)# is the constant functor with value S,F(B). Hence 
S,(A.S,F) = 0, p, q > 1 (Proposition 2.12). The spectral sequence therefore 
gives an exact sequence 
... + S&l.F) -+ S,,(A.S,F) -+ A.&F -+ S&l.F) -+ S&l.S,F) 
---f A.&F -+ S&l.F) -+ 0 
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S,(A.S,F)(C) = (A.S,,F)#(C’) = &F(B), as shown above. I3y hypothesis 
F(B) --f F(P + B) is a monomorphism whenever P E Y. Hence, if we denote 
by F(B) the constant functor from (B, U) to U with value F(B), and apply 
Proposition 2.8 to the sequence of functors F(B) -b .4.F + Fs, we conclude 
that S,(A.lk’) ~ S,F,(n 2 2), and that there is an tract scquencc 
0 + S,(A.F)(C) --t S,F,(C) -F(B) t I;‘((‘) + FB(C) + 0. This concludes 
the proof. 
Remark 6.5. Hz,(A) (B, %)(il, Z). Hence, if Uz has the weak co- 
product preservation property, the above theorem provides an exact sequence. 
* *. ---f Extg-yc, Z) - Est:;p(B, Z) --* ExtyB G) (I ((‘1 z!) 
-+ Ext:&(C, Z) - Ext&(B, q --f ..‘. 
This holds in particular when % : (Groups, U) or (F-IA algebras, L), 
P a field, 6 = all surjections, since the coproduct theorem holds for group 
cohomology and Lie algebra cohomology. Indeed, this is proved for groups 
in [4], and the proof depends only on showing that, for an! group A, there 
are enough A-modules which are injcctire otter every subgroup of -3. To see 
that this also holds for F-Lie algebras, let -4” be the enveloping algebra of z3. 
Given a subalgcbra B C A, note that -jr is free as a right B’-module. (Con- 
sider an F-basis of .d which contains a basis of B, ordered so that the elements 
of B come last, and USC the Qirkhoff- \Vitt theorem). Hcncc, for any F-module 
I’, Hom,(A”, 1’) is injcctive as a B-module. 
DEHSITION 6.6. ‘-1 c % is c5’-flat in case, Ivhenc\-cr B’ + 11 t L, the 
canonical morphism .1 (B’ ‘* J?‘) --z (.-I ! B’) A,D (-4 ~- B’) is an iso- 
morphism. 6 is a strong p~oj~ctiz!e clrrss in case I-‘,, -A~ .1,, - + I)1 -J1 fz L 
whenever P E :ip’, .L2 E 1 ‘6’ I, and in case cvcry 6-projecti\-e is G-fiat. 
h’xnnzpl~. % m: (C:ommutativc R-algebras, LJ). Let A ker(U’ z B), and 
consider the diagram 
where all tensor products are taken over R. If  .! is R-flat in the usual sense, 
then, since the kernel of =I is the same as that of L3 @ B’ - A (3 B, the 
bottom row is exact. Similarly, since 0 - K - B’ x BBB’ --+ B’ ---x 0 is 
exact, so is the top row. IHence, A is c-flat for any 8. C’onversely, since the 
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last sequence mentioned above is split exact, we see that, if 6 = all sur- 
jections, A B-flat =+ L4 R-flat. Ifft” =-= R-split surjections, the above shows 
that every A is G-flat. 
I f  9? = (Groups, B) or (R-algebras, B) no object is &-flat, even for the 
trivial class. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. If  C is a strong projective class, and if 
F(P) +F(A) ---f F(P -,m A) 
is an isomorphism for every P E 3, i4 E I 55’ 1, then also &F(A) -+ &F(P 4 .4) 
is an isomorphism fey every n ;: 1; i.e., F has the weak coproduct-preservatiotl 
property. 
Proof. Define fl : %‘ + Y; by A(A) = P + A. Then, by hypothesis, A is 
a morphism of bases. It clearly preserves projectives. There is an obvious 
natural transformation from the identity functor to A. We obtain a commu- 
tative diagram 
&F(A) = S,F(A) 
i 1 
A . &F(A) 4 s&l . F(A) 
in which the horizontal maps are isomorphisms. By hypothesis, A.F = F ml_ 
(constant functor Lvith value F(P)), w ence the right hand vertical arr-ow is an h 
isomorphism. 
'THEOREM 6.8. (Coproduct theorem). Suppose that F has the weak 
coproduct-preservation property at B. Suppose also firat B is &-flat, and that 
F(B) + F(C) - F(B + C) is an isomorphism for every C E I ‘V /. Then 
&F(B) $ S,F(C) -+ S,,F(B f  C) is an isomorplkm for every tz. 
Proof. Define A : % - ‘G by A(A) =-= B $- A. Proceeding as in the proof 
of Theorem 6.4, show that (A.SqF) # is constant with value SqF(B) if y  > 1, 
and deduce the existence of the same exact sequence. Just as in the proof 
of the previous proposition, deduce the existence of a commutative diagram 
(n 2 1) 
&F(A) = &FW 
1 1 
A . &F(A) + S’+‘l . F(A) 
in which the right hand vertical map is an isomorphism. 
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It follows that, for every n > 1, there is an exact sequence 
0 + &F(B) + A.SrzF(A) --j &F(A) + 0, 
for which a splitting is provided by the natural map &$(A) ---z S,F(A +B). 
LEMMA 6.9. IfF has the weak coproduct-preservation property, so does FB . 
Proof. Objects of the form P + B, P E 9, constitute enough projectives 
for 8,. The coproduct in (B, CG) of .-1 and P + B is (P 2 B) + &l =m 1’ -1 A. 
One uses the exact sequences of Theorem 6.4 corresponding to the morphisms 
B -F iz and B --f P + A respectively to show that S,F,(A) --f S,F,(P + A) 
is an isomorphism for 7z > 1. 
THEOREM 6.10. (Localization theorem). Suppose V has $ber coproducts, 
which are preserved by F, and suppose that F has the weak coproduct-preservation 
property. If C E 1 (B, %)! is &&at and B -* C is an epimorphism in GY, then 
S,F(B) + &F(C) is an isomorphism for every n. 
Proof. (C.f.) [0], Lemma 20.1). By Theorem 6.4, this is equivalent to 
&F,(C) = 0, n > 0. Since F preserves fiber coproducts, FB preserves 
coproducts. Then, by Theorem 6.8 and Lemma 6.9, 
&F,(C) t W,(C) - S,F,(C + K) 
is an isomorphism. But B - C epimorphic 3 C + & = C. 
Examples. Let % F- (Commutative R-algebras, C). Then (B, %) =: 
(Commutative B-algebras, L;). By P ro osl ion 6.7, the exact sequence of p ‘t’ 
Remark 6.9 obtains. By Theorem 6.8, 
Ext,“(B @ &, Z) =:: Ext$(B, C) x Ext,“(C, Z) 
for arbitrary B, C, if & =- R-split surjections, and whenever B or C is R-flat 
if 6 = all surjections. By Theorem 6.10, Ext,“(C, Z) - Ext,“(B, Z) is an 
isomorphism if C is a localization of B. (C.f. [12], [.?I, [I], [Is]). 
Let %F = (R-algebras, c’), 8 = R- p1.t s 1 surjections. Let %f be the full 
subcategory of ?? such that 1 Vf : = (J ~(‘6, T”),. 1, where the union is taken 
over all I/” C c’. (See Definition 5.9). Xote that, since ‘t; - V has a left 
adjoint which is also a left inverse, Fp becomes a base with coproducts. 
Given A, C E 1 ‘G 1, we can express A $- C as the abelian group direct sum of 
all finite tensor products ... A @ C @ 4 @ C @ ... modulo relations 
.*. c @> a (5~ 1 @ a’ @c’ @ ... -~ ... c @ aa’ @ c’ @ a*. and 
a@c@l @:‘@a’@*.* = ... &Jcc’@a’@)**.. 
Now, suppose given C’ + C E b. If  C ’ --f C has kernel K’, the kernel of the 
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map -4 + C’ - A + C is the sum of the images of tensor products 
... A @ C’ $3 A @ K’ 8 A @ C’ @) ..., and hence, modulo its square, is 
the direct sum of tensor products ... A lz C ‘3 A 3 K’ @A @ C 6~ *.a 
modulo all images of elements of the subgroup of relations. 
The kernel of A + (C’ ‘<c C’) --, A +- C, modulo its square, is, by the 
above, a direct sum of products ... .‘I ‘,,J c 2; A 13 (K’ 8 K’) 3 .4 “3 c ($ ... 
modulo relations. The kernel of (A -1 C’ A cc (=1 - C’) -+ .4 + C, modulo 
its square, is a direct sum of factors 
modulo relations. Making use of the relations, one easilv defines an inverse 
to the map from the former to the latter. Hence, modulo the squares of the 
kernels of the maps onto A + C, z4 + (C’ Y &‘) -j (A + C’) ALC (A -+ C’) 
is an isomorphism. Hence every object in ‘gf is gf-flat. The coproduct in 
(B, %?) involves tensor products over B, so that an argument like the above 
shows that every Be-flat A is 8f)B-flat. 
I f  U’ C U, the inclusion functor (‘6, U’), --f ?Yf is a projective preserving 
morphism of bases, so that Ext$t(U’, 2) = ExtyV,uu,,e(U’, Z’), the (n + 1)st 
Hochschild cohomology group of U’ (Tl leorem 5.10). Proposition 6.7 and 
Remark 6.5 provide an exact sequence 
4 Ext;,( c,‘, Z) --t Ext; 
, 
(U’, Z) --t Ert’;;:,,,,( c:, Z) - Ext;W’> Z) - ...a 
f  
Note, however, that (U’, gf) is not a category of V-algebras even if CT’ is 
commutative, siuce lY’ -j .4 need not be central. 
I f  we let U = B f  C, then, by Theorem 6.8, we have 
Ext;$B + C, Z) :zz Ext$,(B, Z) x Ex$(C, Z), 
whence 
THEOREM 6.11. If  B + B -+ C, C --, B + C are injections, and ;f HYi is 
nth Hochschild cohomology, then H”(B 1 C, Z) = Hn(B, Z) + Hn(C, Z) 
n > 2. Similarly for homology. 
Note that, if Ff(Cr, A) is not empty, then A is a split singular exten- 
sion of U. Hence U’ + U is an epimorphism in FF?~ precisely when 
Der( U, Z) ---+ Dcr( U’, Z) is a monomorphism for every G-module Z. 
THEOREM 6.12. If  an injection U’ -+ U is an epimorphism in the nbo,ze 
sense, and if L’ isflat as a twosided U-module, then c” - U induces an isomor- 
phism of Hochschild cohomology groups in degree 32 2. 
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Proof. Theorem 6.10. 
Remark 6.13. One can prove an analogous theorem for groups and Lie 
algebras, but it is vacuous. Indeed, if IIC G are groups such that 
Der(G, Z) )- Dcr(ll, Z) is always a monomorphism, then N : G. For if not, 
let % be the fret group on the cosets sll of 1I in G, with the natural G-module 
structure. ‘I’hcn the inner derivation from G to % determined by II E Z is 
zero on FI but not on all of G. (Note that this gives another proof of the fact 
that cpimorphims in the category of groups arc surjections). The same result 
can be proved for R-projective K-Lie algebras, using the enveloping algebra 
and the left ideal thereof generated by the given subalgebra. 
PROPOSITION 6.14. Suppose that ‘6 has colimits which are exact over 
,filteved systems in the sense that, ;fL{.-l;) lim, -di , then given a$ltered system 
{A~-;lf~c(4’,L{zz; x ql~i: -L{i3;j XLIA) L(A,} is an isomorphism. Suppose 
that F preserves colimits, rind that colimits ih fl over filtered systems aye exact. 
Suppose jnally that d is closed under filtered colimits. Then 
is nn isomorphism for every n. 
Proof. Lim, is a projective preserving morphism of bases. 
Remark. In the examples we have been studying, we have exact sequences 
so that the hypothesis of Prop. 614 is just that colimits are exact in ‘6 in the 
usual sense. 
PROPOSITION 6.15. In the setting give at the beginning of Section 5, 
suppose that ‘G and.9 haze exact colimits. Let {Bi} be a subset of ; % 1, and suppose 
that, for every n, S,D preserves finite coproducts of Bis. (Note that this holds 
in all OUT examples save algebras, where an extra hypothesis is required.) Then 
Ext,“(U B, , Zj --f n Ext,” (Bi , Z) 
is an isomorphism for every n. (u denotes coproduct). 
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If [Ai} is indexed by a$ltered system, and zjCTorB is dejined, then 
2% TorTzK(Ai , Z) + Tor,l”(a Ai, Z) 
u Tor ,V(B,, Z) - Torllv (LB J) 
are isomorphisms. 
Proof, By the previous proposition, 
Applying this to the system of coproducts of finite subsets of {BJ we conclude 
that JJS,D(B,) = S,D(~B,). We then obtain the desired results from the 
spectral sequences (.5.2), since Exta commutes with coproducts and To? 
with colimits and coproducts. 
PROPOSITION 6.16. Let %Y = (Commutative algebras, U). Then there is a 
natural isomorphism 
Ext,” (A’ x d”, Z) g Ext,” (A’, Z’) + Ext,” (A”, Z”), 
where M’ -= (1, 0) . Z, Z” = (0, I ) - Z. 
Proof. Note first that Z is the direct sum of Z’ and Z” as A’ x A”- 
modules, so that 
Extyll(A’ x /I”, Z) = Ext,“(A’ x A”, Z’) + Exty7z(A’ x A”, Z”). 
Let %r = Commutative algebras. Given f~ Vr(A’ X A”, B), let 
B’ =f(l, O)B, B” =f(O, 1)B. 
Then B = B’ x B”, f  -= f ‘ x f I'. Hence (A’ x A”, %J g (A’, %?J x (A”, ‘6,), 
and thus (d’ x A”, 95) s (A’, VI , U’) x (-a”, F?r , U”). Under this 
isomorphism the functor Efz corresponds to the functor 
(B’, B”) it NZ’(B’) + Hz”(B”). 
Hence 
Eq&a~~,c& Z) = Ext;a, ‘G u ) , 1, t (B’, Z’) + ExtyAo,yl,Unj(B”, Z”>. 
In particular, taking Z = Z’, so that Z” =- 0, we obtain 
Ext” cA,XAv,&4’, Z’) = Exty~,,VI,U,j(A’, Z’) 
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which is zero for every n, since A’ is a projective in (A’, ??I , U’), and 
(W’),,(A’) = 0. Hence, by Remark 6.5, Ext$(A’, Z’) g Ext,ll(A x -I”, Z’). 
This and the analogous result for Z” complete the proof. 
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